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Just turned 30. Lost with women
April 21, 2018 | 1 upvotes | by empatheticapathetic

Sorting out some erection issues I have but my social confidence and self worth has never been lower. I
can talk to people but just don’t really care anymore. My charisma is dead. Life is pointless.
Saw escorts a few times when I was 25, when I first found TRP and lost my virginity but have had
nothing since then. My life’s a lot better except for with women. My last positive experience with a
woman was my pre trp oneitis. Now I get happy if a woman’s bag brushes me on the bus.
Don’t know what the fuck I’m doing wrong any more. Most women try to stay 20 ft away from me. My
friends do great with beta game whereas I fail with confidence and polarisation. Beta game backfires with
me. I don’t think my looks allow it.
The only way out I can see is to find success through escorts. Going to commit to seeing an escort again
every 2 weeks as I can afford it somewhat now. I’m grateful to have the option.
Are women’s standards too high these days or am I just fucking retarded? How do people even meet
women now?
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Comments

zuhbooze • 3 points • 21 April, 2018 05:40 AM 

This dude is 30 and thinks his best years are behind him.

You may be 30 physically, but mentally you're still 20. Work hard for yourself, set goals, be productive. Soon
enough you'll see that life only gets better with age, you just have to allow and embrace it.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 06:26 AM 

I’ve made my life into something I’m happy with but there are no women and no sign of any. A fleeting
chance once a year if I’m lucky. I don’t know anymore why women avoid and ignore me (most likely looks)
but I’ve accepted it. I’m ready to play a different game while I still can.

wawakaka • 4 points • 21 April, 2018 05:01 AM 

Your fine women are damaged

If you nice they don't like you if you treat them like shit they fall in love

The world is upside down you just have to learn the rules to win at the game

Beta women seek beta males maybe you are alpha and don't know it

UncleChido • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 06:35 PM 

Beta women seek beta males..

Never heard this before. Thought they all loved alphas.

wawakaka • 1 point • 22 April, 2018 01:29 AM 

sure most women see alphas like men see a Ferrari. nice to have but not everyone can afford one and
women don't want to risk rejection or embarrassment and most will self reject themselves to avoid it.
(that might be your problem women are self rejecting themselves so they avoid you)

A woman's sense of self is pretty fragile and she needs a constant supply of support her friends to keep it
inflated. the more friends she has telling her how wonderful she is the better she feels about herself even
to the point of delusion

but normally

like attracts like...birds of a feather flock together (alphas seek alphas and betas seek betas) very
masculine men usually seek very feminine women(both are alpha)

two damaged people will find each other because they share the same vibrations

sometimes opposites attract but they are simply two sides of the same coin like yin and yang, democrat
and republican, heads and tails

GREYnRED • 1 points • 21 April, 2018 08:30 AM [recovered]

Stop porn Go on nofap I've been on nofap for 4 weeks now. It'll help. Your main mission right now should be
financial stability.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 11:36 AM 

I mastered no fap 5 years ago. It’s some of my first posts.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 03:35 AM 

Escorts are a waste of money and illegal, I wouldn't do it. You said you can "somewhat" afford it, so hiring these
"services" would put you in a financially insecure position, right? You're really at the age where you want to be
reinvesting all your money into passive income sources and building wealth. You'll seriously regret wasting your
money instead of investing down the line. Wasting money on women is highly blue pill too.

I don't understand what you meant by "I Don't think my looks allow it". Are you saying you're too attractive for
women to see you as beta material or too ugly for women to even accept you as beta material?

Women's standards aren't high at all when they hit 30, they just hate rejection so they avoid approaching you.
They want a beta-buxxer badly, you probably fit in that category, they just want you to make the first move.

But, I don't know why you're aspiring to become a beta buxxer. When you marry a girl in her 30's, she's had her
fun during her 20's and she SETTLED for you. You had to wallow in misery while she had fun, and your reward
for suffering your entire life is suffering more to support her superficial lifestyle by making money for her.

That's not fucking fair and i'd rather die alone.

Blackhawk2479 • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 11:32 AM 

Escorts aren’t illegal bro, they trade money for time - what you and her do as two consenting adults to fill
that time is irrelevant.

empatheticapathetic • 0 points • 21 April, 2018 04:29 AM 

Fairness is not an aspect of biology or reality. People live, people die, you better enjoy yourself while you
are lucky enough to do so. Morality and society was invented to control the chaos somewhat. Marriage
invented to make life worth living for the beta male.

Now that we’re back to peak hypergamy thanks to feminism and globalism all the morality and societal
standards have gone out the window. And even then there’s no guarantee I’d have had any success back in a
different era.

Who gives a Fuck if she had her fun if I’m getting my end of the deal? As long as I am not investing too
much into her then there is no issue. Some of us have to play the B game unfortunately. Or we can wallow in
our own self pity forever, something I’ve spent too long doing.

I have one post wall prospect who is the only woman attracted to me since my oneitis. I haven’t pursued yet
but since I’ve written this post I’ve decided I will pursue, but I will end up losing my job over it. People have
lost their job for less, it doesn’t really matter. I can get another job. My SMV is sky high compared to my
competition for her.

Ftr escorts are legal here but I agree they are a waste of money for what they offer. The market sets the price
though. I’ll blow my brains out before I give a fuck about whether it’s blue pill or not.

[deleted] • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 04:39 AM 

Life isn't fair, you're right. There's the reason the saying "the good die young" exists. But, you're
choosing to be unfair to yourself, you're acting like life imposed this on you, it's not, this is YOUR
choice.

What do you mean you're not investing too much into her? You're beta buxxing her, by default you have
to invest a lot for a small guaranteed reward. That's how beta buxxing works at its fundamental level.

It's your life, I'm not gonna argue about this with you, this was just my take on it. Honestly I'd build your
wealth in the next two years, by the time you're 32, you have the resources to pursue a 26-27 year old.

That's my personal recommendation, as I said it's your life, your choice. Hopefully whatever you do
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works out for you man.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 04:49 AM 

What do resources have to do with attracting a woman if I’m not her beta bux? What should I do,
keep putting off this basic need and validation until I’m in the optimal financial position? It’s over
bro, I’ve wasted too much time chasing a strategy that lead to poor returns. The reason doesn’t really
matter anymore, it’s time to change strategy and see where my priorities end up.

I might be beta buxxing but I’m not a beta mentally and I know the game. I just don’t have the SMV
to compete in the main arena even for table scraps. Once an investment falls out of my control and
produces less than expected returns it’s time to cut my losses.

Thanks for responding anyway instead of just insulting me and running off.

[deleted] • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 04:58 AM 

I understand where you're coming from. Just make sure to protect yourself if you get married, or
at least be cautious.

As I said before, hopefully whatever you do works out for you bro.

And I'd never insult a fellow man asking for advice, someone has to be nice to men.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 05:02 AM 

I will never ever get married bro. I’m not that stupid. I am just changing my focus to paying
for pussy and playing beta game with willing post walls. Any alpha characteristics of mine
(lifting, dominance, outcome independence etc) will be a bonus to the situation. Marriage is
entirely off the table.

Baby trapping is the biggest thing to look out for. If I land a post wall I’ll probably end up
getting her pregnant on the 3rd Fuck or something.

[deleted] • 0 points • 21 April, 2018 05:17 AM 

I've heard of guys doing this with 30+ women, the supply of them high, and the demand is
pretty low. So acting like a beta for sex is pretty easy.

Two things to watch out for: Baby trapping (like you said) and also some girls may play
good girl and will make you wait for sex so you're tempted to marry them.

And keep in mind this will only work until you're about 40, women will know at that point
you're not interested in marriage.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 05:24 AM 

Sounds great. Sounds like a lovely future. The only problem is this will only work on
girls who’s standards are pretty Fucking low if I’m not making a crazy amount of
money I.e. a perfect beta package. Women will never drop their desire for chad and
never face reality, they’ll hold out for mr perfect. You can see this on
/r/whereareallthegoodmen

This will only appeal to women who truly face the reality of their options, which I
don’t think is a large amount, as women don’t live in objective reality when it comes
to their desires and their ability to access them.

[deleted] • 1 point • 21 April, 2018 07:22 PM 
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I don't really know how the dating game is for people in their 30's, but yeah that
sub is a real eye opener.

[deleted] • 0 points • 21 April, 2018 03:26 PM 

is called age pill. we are old, the life is good for 20 something folks only.
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